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General Thoughts about Developing Drugs for 
Enhancing Other Treatments (non-drug or drug)  

• Drug treatments are often given in context of non-drug treatments 
– More the rule than the exception 
– e.g., Antihypertensives 

• Well-established models for adding second drug to an initial drug 
– Adjunctive therapy is widely used model in drug development 
– Several drugs approved for adjunctive use in psychiatry 

• e.g., aripiprazole for MDD 
• Could use same model for combining drug and non-drug 

treatments 
• Some labeling even acknowledges importance of giving drug in 

context of non-drug treatments 
– e.g., atypicals in children 
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Regulatory Challenges of Development Programs  
Focused on Drug Enhancement of  

Non-Drug Therapy 

• No expertise in regulation of non-drug therapies 

– Food and Drug Administration 

– European Medicines Agency 

• No legal or regulatory framework for addressing non-drug 
therapies 

• Issue of how to handle non-drug therapies in labeling 

• Nevertheless, important issue to address 
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Important to Carefully Define the Goals 
for a Development Program  

• Helps to define the regulatory challenges 

• Helps to clarify the experimental design 
challenges 

• Helps to clarify the analytical challenges 
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Possible Goals of a Facilitation Program 

• Show that an adjunctive drug therapy enhances the 
outcome of an established psycho-social therapy 
– Psycho-social therapy is primary, drug is secondary 

• Provide a psycho-social therapy as context for a drug 
therapy to enhance the outcome for the drug therapy 
– Drug is primary, psychosocial therapy is secondary 

• Determine the individual and combined contributions 
of drug and psycho-social therapy 
– Show effects on a common outcome 
– Show effects on different outcomes that are relevant to 

illness under consideration   
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Regulatory issues in showing that an adjunctive drug therapy 
enhances the outcome of 

an established psycho-social therapy 
 

• Fits into existing adjunctive regulatory model: add-on design where drug 
or placebo is added on to established psycho-social therapy 

• Assume psycho-social therapy is effective (based on other data) 

• Still problems: 

– How would regulators establish the adequacy, specifications, delivery, 
etc. of the psycho-social therapy? 

– Note precedent for drug therapy: FDA has approved adjunctive 
maintenance therapies for bipolar mania for underlying treatment 
(Valproate) that itself has not been approved for maintenance 
treatment 

• D-cycloserine might be considered example of this approach 
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Regulatory issues in providing a psycho-social therapy as context 
for a drug therapy to enhance the outcome for the drug therapy  

• Study design same as adjunctive drug model 

• Otherwise, seems quite different: 

– Simply defines the treatment package as drug + psycho-
social therapy 

– Does not attempt to prove an additive benefit for psycho-
social therapy 

• For this, would need 2 X 2 factorial 

– For labeling, would simply characterize the combination as 
the treatment, but emphasize the drug as primary 

• Psycho-stimulant might be considered as example of this 
approach 
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Regulatory issues in determining the individual 
and combined contributions of 
drug and psycho-social therapy  

• Most difficult from regulatory standpoint 
• Requires expertise in evaluating psycho-social 

therapy 
• Would require a factorial model (2X2) 

– FDA would view as combination therapy   
• No provisions in law or regulations for addressing 

the challenges in such an endeavor 
– Might consider as drug-device combination if psycho-

social therapy were to be delivered in an automated 
computer format  
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Summary 

• Many regulatory challenges in exploring 
combinations of drug and psycho-social therapy 

• Approaching as adjunctive treatment is familiar in 
regulatory context 

• Approaching as true combination therapy would 
present difficult regulatory challenges 

• Nevertheless, clearly important to try to address 
these challenges in regulatory context  
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